Can someone give me a list of things I need for a manual conversion? The manual cars also have a bypass plug for the inhibitor switch in the auto shifter. The question is, how easy would an auto to manual swap be, granted if the motor is proven healthy, as I would be swapping over the engine as well if this is the case.

I recently became the very happy owner of a '91 240GL wagon. I'd like to convert (or have converted) the auto box to a manual, and wondering if anyone has done this before.

Don't let other sites fool you, AutohausAZ has the best quality and best price on Volvo 240 parts. AutohausAZ is one of the largest auto parts suppliers online. So cut to now, and I am seeking its replacement - a 240 manual wagon. In that vein - does anyone have experience of doing the auto-manual conversion? Volvo 240, 4 speed manual with electronic overdrive, most parts available. Auto box is dead (this is why the car was taken off the road) and the motor is a little wounded. If you want the manual conversion bits $150 will get you those.

After the original auto trans failed more than 100 miles from home (during a road trip in another Volvo), the rear spoiler is a very rare Volvo 240 accessory made by Zender in the 1980's. The Volvo M46 manual (4 speed plus OD 5th), which was normally optioned in a 240 wagon, was the choice for this conversion and it worked so well for him that I had to try it for myself. This 1984 Volvo 240 ute conversion was previously featured on BaT late last year (link) and then had a follow up on HOW hard would it be to swap a 4 speed into this?

HOW TO CONVERT AUTO ECU TO MANUAL. Format : PDF.

transmission swap · Dfunk WTB 5.0 Ford V8/240 Volvo swap parts · nortons. 02-26-2014 05:12.

Some cool Volvo 240’s. The V8 conversion was done using a Ross Converse kit prior to 1996. The motor is a 1991 5.0L. The transmission is a T-5Z (5 speed manual). The rear end is 2010 - Pedestrian Detection with auto braking (S60).

Audio, GPS, & Car Alarms, Auto Body parts, Brakes & Suspension

1988 Volvo 240 GL Wagon Drives OK Just Traded $500 As Is Test Drive even 10 wheel nuts!....everything needed for super strong rear end conversion! 1984 Volvo 240 GL Sedan Rare 5 Speed Overdrive Manual Very. Used 1990 VOLVO 240 GLT AUTO Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, UK

1983 Volvo 245 GLT Turbo Manual Wagon Up for sale is my 1983 Volvo 240 Turbo, also Limited slip rear from volvo diesel, Converse conversion, crappy interior primarily. Type: 3 speed manual, Manufacturer: Koping Engineering, AB Volvo, Gear ratios: (1)-1.00:1 (GRIMSHAW96), Cars that use this transmission: (1976 240 DL) (1976 240 GL) (1977 240 DL (Canada))

This page auto-generated by cars.cpp. manual devotee. Hell, even my wife loves her manual Yaris. How difficult would it be to swap in a manual transmission into one of these cars with the 6. Official Volvo B234F Engine Service Manual Official Volvo Manual (Well, most of it!) 240 Wiring Diagrams (TP30808): Click on picture for hi-res version.


santa barbara auto parts - by owner - craigslist. CR-X REAR TRAILING ARMS RARE DISC CONVERSION SET $400 (SANTA BARBARA
Ezra Dyer: I've always wanted a V-8–powered Volvo 240. That 960 had a supercharged 302 and a Tremec five-speed manual. Volvo 240 (in Maine: rare as a blue lobster), then get Converse's conversion kit and have him put it all together. that recalls a 911 Turbo—no Auto-Tuned remix playing through the stereo.

Doing a project car, a 1993 Volvo 240 wagon. I just want Ford 5.0 liter + Ford auto trans. There are some conversion kits out there for this to make it "easier". I didn't say What are the different engine's put in a Volvo 240 GL 1986 manual?

In this video I put in an electric fan on my 1984 Volvo 240 using a 960 electric fan and relay.


Some cool Volvo 240's. Either way, terminals 53 and 53b are the ones to swap no matter what. There will be no terminal in that spot in an auto car. If you drive a Volvo with the M-46 or M-47 manual transmission, then you will likely find. Last of the Volvo 240 wagons. Not as heavy as you Drivetrain, 4-speed manual, clutchless, rear wheel drive. Original